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the simple definition of energy storage is the capture of energy produced at one time and saved, or stored, for use at a later time. however, as we explore the technologies that em brace energy storage as well as the application potential of those technologies, we discover that the definition becomes much more complex.
In this issue of IEEE Electrification Magazine, we take a look at different aspects of the energystorage conundrum. In the "Viewpoint" column, the article "Grid energystorage Projects," authored by several from the department of energy and nation al labs, takes a fundamental look at the technological, econom ic, and contractual risks associated with the deployment of energystorage systems (esss). this leads to an understanding of the engineering and projectmanagement skills needed to interconnect an ess to the grid. A group of current and former utility professionals define how engineers build and use knowledge, while understanding why the guidelines and best this is followed by two articles that describe how energy storage can affect both the trans mission and the need for alternatives by the consumers of electricity, especially in certain geographic areas where generators are neces sary for electricity backup. these articles exam ine the elements required for a robust battery management system.
We then switch gears to examine the evolv ing role of energy storage in certain transporta tion markets. the article "Integrating electric Vehicles with storage and Grids" discusses the future of electrified fleet vehicles, including trucks, and is followed by an article on how elec tric machines will work with energy storage to drive electric and hybrid vehicles. An additional article takes a futuristic look at electrified air crafts. While this issue does not deal with it, there are also efforts underway to utilize energy storage in the rail industry.
finally, we take a look at the need for testing largescale esss to ensure that stated perfor mance and reliability specifications are met. to address this, a Japanese facility that accommo dates largerscale systems that transcend typical testing facility capabilities has been built. I think it is safe to say that none of us knows exactly how energy storage will change the way we create and use electric energy. many believe that the way energy storage is used five or ten years from now will be different from the way we envision it today-much as the telecommunica tions industry is totally different from what we envisioned as it dramatically initiated change 36 years ago.
one thing is clear: standards, best practic es, and guides are a necessary requirement to ensure the safe and reliable outcomes we all desire. the Ieee Power & energy society energy storage and stationary Battery committee has teamed with the Ieee standards coordinating committee 21 to form an energystorage task force and welcomes input and involvement in its endeavors in the months ahead. 
